This paper describes a new robust multiple linear regression method, which based on the segmentation of the N dimensional space to N+1 sector. An N dimensional regression plane is located so that the half (or other) part of the points are under this plane in each sector. This article also presents a simple algorithm to calculate the parameters of this regression plane. This algorithm is scalable well by the dimension and the count of the points, and capable to calculation with other (not 0.5) quantiles. This paper also contains some studies about the described method, which analyze the result with different datasets and compares to the linear least squares regression.
Introduction
The linear regression is an important component in a lot of calculation in the science and the engineering practice. This tool makes a relationship between one or more independent and one dependent variables by a linear function according to a given dataset.
The most popular method of the linear regression uses the least squares approach for fitting a line (or a plane in higher dimensions) to the given dataset. The outlier points makes remarkable impact in the result of the least squares based regression method.
There are some robust method of the linear regression [18, 21, 17, 22] , for example, the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) method [6, 4, 7] and the Theil-Sen estimator [19, 23] .The complexity of the RANSAC method is increased aÓ buda University, Alba Regia Technical Faculty, Institute of Geoinformatics, E-mail: nagy.gabor@amk.uni-obuda.hu This article describes the Sector Based Linear Regression (SBLR), a new robust method for the multiple linear regression. The SBLR method runs O M N 3 time, where M the number of the points of the dataset, and N is the number of the independent variables. The dimension of the space will be N + 1 with the one dependent variable. The SBLR can be used with different quantiles, for example a regression line over the 10 percent (q = 0.1) of the points, as other quantile regression methods [12, 23, 1] .
Principles of the method
In the simple linear regression (one independent variable and one dependent variable, N = 1), the regression line has two parameters, for example the a and the b in the y = ax + b equation. The plane can be divided into two parts (in the following: sectors) by a line parallel to the y axis (Figure 1.) . A regression line are searched where the half (q = 0.5) or the other portion of the points are under the line in both sectors (Figure 2. ).
In case of the regression planes (two independent variables and one dependent variable, N = 2), the plane of the two independent variable can be divided to three 120 degrees angles as sectors (see Figure 3. ). The division can be performed by the azimuth, which can be calculate from the two independent variables. (The atan2() function can calculate the azimuth in many programming languages.) The determined portion of the points are under the regression plane in all of these three sectors.
Extension to N independent variables
The method can be extended to any independent variables, the number of these variables is denoted by N . The dimension of space will be N +1 with the dependent variable.
The division of the sectors can be performed by the distances from the centres of the sectors, the points are classified to the sector, whose centre is the closest to the point. (The coordinates of the point are the independent variables of the regression.) This method is usable in any dimension, if the centres of the sectors are known.
The N + 1 centres of the sectors are the vertices of a regular N dimensional hyper-tetrahedron (N -simplex), whose centre is the origin of the N dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The coordinates of the vertices (denoted v N i,j , where i is the index of the vertex from 0 to N + 1, j is the index of the coordinate from 1 to N , and N is the dimension of the space) can be calculated by the following recursive function: • if N > 0, the coordinates of the vertices are calculated by this expression: 
The N + 1 dimensional regression hyperplane can be specified by N + 1 value in two ways. One of them is a linear expression:
where x j is the coordinates of the position (the independent values, j indexed from 1 to N ), and l j is the N + 1 coefficients of the N dimensional hyperplane (j indexed from 0 to N ) in a N + 1 dimensional space.
The other way to define the independent values (the elevations of the plane) in the N + 1 centres of the sectors (the vertices of the N dimensional regular hypertetrahedron), which are denoted c i , where i is the index of the vertex from 0 to N . The vector of c i values (denoted c) can be calculated simply from the vector of l j values (denoted l):
And the l can be calculated from the c, if both sides of (4) are multipled lefthand side by Q −1 :
The 4 and the 5 link between heights of sector's centres and coefficients of the linear equation of the hyperplane.
The Q is an N + 1 × N + 1 size matrix:
The Q −1 is the inverse of Q, and can be calculated in O N 3 time. Because the Q contains only constant values (the coordinates of the sector centres, and 1 values), the program has to calculate the matrix inversion only once. The multiplications (in (4) and (5)) need O N 2 time.
The calculation method
There is a given dataset, which contains M points. Each point contains N independent values (the coordinates in an N dimensional space) and one dependent value (which is an extra dimension). In the following, p k,j notation is used for the independent variables of the points, where k is the index of the point from 0 to M − 1, and the j is the index of the coordinates from 1 to N . The p k,0 values are the dependent variables.
Normalization
The first step is the normalization of the coordinates to the [−1, +1] interval by the x j = a j X +b j expression. If one regression will be calculated for all points, calculate the normalized coordinates with a j = 2 max(xj )−min(xj ) and b j = −1 − min (x j ) a j . In another case, the regression will be calculated a selected part of the dataset. The points, which are nearest to a specified position (specified an r vector, whose elements are r j ) than a defined R radius (
. In this case, the
R and the b j = −r j . In the following steps, the program uses these normalized coordinates.
Separating into sectors
In the next step, the points will be separated into the sectors, and calculate the initial value of the sector centres (c i ). Each points put the sector whose centre is the closest to the point. I use p i,k,j notation in the separated dataset, where i is the index of the sector (from 0 to N ) and k is the number of the point in the sector from 1 to m i .
All of the sectors have to contain at least one point (∀ i m i > 0). If any sector does not contain any point (∃ i m i = 0), the method can not work. This can happen, when the number or the dispersion of the points is not suitable. The probability of the any empty sector, when the dispersion is random (the P (point in the sector) = 1 N +1 in all of the sectors) is P (any empty sector
The initial values of the sector's centres (c i ) are the defined quantile (q) of the dependent variables of the sector's points:
These values determines the initial regression plane. (See the Figure 5 . in case of N = 1.)
The iteration steps
The key element of the method is an iteration step. The program goes from sector to sector and calculates the new values of the sector's centre.
Many N + 1 dimensional hyperplanes can be calculated, which are fitted to the centres of the other sectors and each points of the sector. The row of the sector's centre in the Q matrix has to be changed to the coordinates of the point ([p i,k,1 , p i,k,2 , . . . , p i,k,N ]), and the c i value has to be changed to the p i,k,0 (k is the index of the point in the sector) in the c vector, and use this modified (5) to calculate the parameters of the hyperplane. After calculating of the hyperplane parameters (l j ), calculate and store the the elevation of this plane in the sector centre by the (3): 
The new value of the sector's centre is the defined quantile (q) of these values:
The program continues this process in the sector number (i +
< ε), a counter is increased one, otherwise the counter set to zero. The iteration loop is repeated while this counter is less than N + 1. (The first two step in case of N = 1 is presented in Figure 6 .)
The changes of the heights of the sector's centres typically will be less in the iterations. This ensures convergence.
Completion
Finally, the parameters of the regression plane are calculated by the (5) If only the elevation of the plane is needed in the origin of the normalized coordinate system, the l 0 is this. If the plane equation is needed in the original coordinate system, the l i a i expression can be used.
Studying the SBLR algorithm
Some simple Python [20, 16, 14] programs were made to test the SBLR algorithm. The sblr.py module is a simple implementation of the SBLR method. The test programs use this module.
The test programs use random datasets, which are created by the random Python module. This module can generate random numbers with several distribution. In the following studies the test programs use the y = 3x − 5 linear base function. The independent values (x) are generated by a uniform random value between 0 and 10 (random.uniform(0,10)). The dependent values are calculated by the y = 3x − 5 + error equation. The error is various random number with 1 standard deviation and 0 median. A specific part of the points are outlier; the dependent variable of this points is a uniform random value between −7 and 27.
The test programs use different random numbers for the error value based on the random Python module. The uniform distribution error is a random number between − √ 3 and √ 3 by the random.uniform(-1,1)*1.7320508075688772 expression. The normal distribution uses random.normalvariate(1,0), the lognormal distribution uses random.lognormalvariate(1,0)-1 and the exponential distribution uses random.expovariate(1)-0.6931471805599453. The minus 1 and minus 0.6931471805599453 ln (2) need for the 0 median. 
Comparsion to the least squares linear regression
The least squares method is the most common regression tool, but the any outlier measurements can indicate significant difference in the result. (Figure 7 .) A regression line can be calculated by the least squares method, the sum of squares of the differences between the points and the regression line will be the smallest with this regression line.
A test program generated random datasets with different portion of outlier points (from 0 to 75 percent). The test program generated 5000 datasets in all outlier portion (0%, 1%, 2%, ... 75%) and calculated regression lines in each dataset by the SBLR and the least squares methods. The two regression lines were compared to the original line, and calculate the averages of the distance from this line in the [0, 10] interval. This number was the metrics of the fitting in these studies.
In each outlier portion, the test program stored 5000 fitting value; and another program calculated the averages of these values in both methods in each outlier portion. The Figure 8 . shows the result of these studies with different number of points.
Another studies compare the average distance with different count of the points and different distribution of errors. The point numbers were the elements from an arithmetic sequence from 50 to 2000 with step of 50. The studies made with different errors (normal, uniform, lognormal and exponential) and different percentage of outliers (0 and 2). The program generates 5000 random datasets in each case. The result of these studies are seen in the Figure 9 . and Figure 10 . In the asymmetric error distributions (exponential and lognormal), the SBLR created better result than the least squares method without outlier points. If the dataset has 2 percent of outlier points, the SBLR made better result in all of the examined error distributions.
Examining the iteration steps
The computation time of the SBLR method grows linearly with the count of the points (denoted M in this article). This computation time may be increased if the iteration steps of the method grows with M .
Some test programs were created to study the correlation between the number of the points and the iteration steps. The M was different values according to a geometric sequence. The initial value of this sequence is 100 and the common ratio is Table 1 .)
The number of the iteration step does not grow, moreover a little decrease, when the M increased. The computation time of the SBLR method is O M N 3 . The result is same when the 30 percent of the points are outlier. Other parameters were not changed. (Table 2 .)
The limits and possible errors of the SBLR method
The SBLR method can calculate only linear regression, and only one regression in a dataset. The Ref. [10] presents a method, which can be found more linear regression from one dataset.
The method can work if all sectors have at least one point. The good result needs more points in all sectors to eliminate the impact of the outliers.
An outlier point may result wrong sector layout. The normalization step (see in 4.1) create a wrong result, where the outlier point is in a sector, and all the rest in the other sector. This problem can be avoided, if the sector centre is determined as the median of the values. In the practical applications (in the author's practice), this mistake has not occurred, because the points are selected from a bigger dataset (see in 6.1), therefore it did not have far points in the independent coordinates.
Application possibilities
The SBLR has a lot of application possibilities. This method may be used in projects, where need a robust linear regression. The SBLR may be useful, when quantile regression are needed in any dimension spaces. 
LiDAR data processing
SBLR can be used in any application, where a robust linear regression method is required. If the distribution of the measurement error is skewed, the method can use a different q value than 0.5. This method has been used for processing the LiDAR point clouds. In this case (N = 2), the two independent value are the horizontal coordinates, the dependent variable is the elevation, and the measurements are the points of the LiDAR point cloud. (See the Figure 3 .) The classical X, Y , and Z coordinates of the points are denoted x 1 , x 2 and h in this case in the equation of a fitting plane, and p k,1 , p k,2 and p k,0 in the point of the cloud.
The regression plane is fitted to a part of the total LiDAR cloud, which is cut by a circle shape with R radius. The regression plane fits to this part of the cloud, because this method is called "Fitting Disc" method. [15] This principle may be used in other cases, where the connection is not linear between the independent and the dependent values: select the points, which are nearest than a radius (R) from an examined position, and fit a linear, N dimensional plane to this part, which is approximately linear. (See in the Figure 12 ., in a two-dimensional illustration.) The Fitting Disc method is a local application of the Sector Based Linear Regression.
Digital Elevation Models can be created, if the SBLR based Fitting Disc method is applied in each point of the DEM grid. The result depends from R and q values, for example the Figure 11 . In the forest areas the appropriate result needs very low Figure 12 : The LiDAR data processing with SBLR in a two-dimensional illustration. The ground surface is evaluated by q = 0.1 parameter, because the majority of the points are in the trees and bushes, over the ground surface. q values; and the very low q values need long R radius, because some points must be under the plane. If the intention is at least on average n points under the plane in each sectors, the radius is R 3n qdπ , where d is the density of the LiDAR point cloud in points /m 2 . The SBLR based Fitting Disc method can be applied to recognize planes in a point cloud, for example the roofs of the buildings. In these cases the plane of the detected object (for example a roof) can be calculated by SBLR from a segment of the point cloud.
Other possibilities
A linear regression plane can be fitted to the data of the pixels of a picture near a position (like the LiDAR data processing) and calculated a filtered color by this regression plane. This filtering method is same as the Two-Dimensional Median Filtering Algorithm [8] .
The SBLR can be used for any data processing task, where a linear regression is needed in an N -dimensional space. This method can be used well with a lot of outlier data or a random error with asymmetric distribution.
The SBLR is a linear case of the quantile regression [13, 12, 11] . The quantile regression is used in different disciplines, for example ecology [3] or economy [2, 5] .
A robust linear regression method can provide a robust method to determine the parameters an affine transformation by control points. This calculation needs two independent linear regression for the two coordinates (in case of the two-dimensional affine transformation), because each equations of the affine transformation are a lin-ear regression, where the independent variables are the coordinates of the reference system one, and the dependent variable is a coordinate of the reference system two.
Conclusions and future work
The Sector Based Linear Regression is a robust method for fitting an N dimensional hyperplane to a dataset which has N independent and 1 dependent variables. The studies of this article focused to the simple N = 1 case, and the practical application (LiDAR data processing) uses the N = 2 case, but the method can be applied in any dimension. This method provides quantile regression, it is useful in some cases (for example the LiDAR data processing, when the majority of the points are over the ground surface).
The processing time of the SBLR method is increased only linear with the size of the input data (the number of the points, denoted by M in this article). This advantage makes it ideal for big data processing applications.
This article presents the principle of the method, an algorithm for the SBLR, and some studies and application possibilities of the method. A simple implementation of the SBLR method has been made. The source code of this Python 3 module is attached to this article. In the future, i would like to implement the method in other programming languages, and improve the efficiency of the program.
The principle of the Sector Based Linear Regression can be adapted to nonlinear regressions. The area must be divided more sectors in these cases, because the non-linear curves need more parameters. The Figure 1 ., Figure 2 ., Figure 5 ., Figure 6 , Figure 7 ., Figure 8 ., Figure 9 ., Figure 10 . and Figure 11 . were created by Matplotlib [9] .
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Additional files
This article contains two animated GIF files. The sblr.gif shows the SBLR method during operation in case of N = 1. The fitdisc.gif presents the test area of the Figure 11 . in many other cases of R and q parameters of the Fitting Disc method.
The implemented SBLR algorithm is already attached sblr.py Python 3 module. This module provides the SBLR calculations in any Python 3 program.
